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BSTRACT: The
T current focu
us of developm
ment in industriial Computatioonal Fluid Dynnamics (CFD) is integration oof CFD into
AB
ometrical optim
Coomputer-Aidedd product deveelopment, geo
misation, robuust design andd similar. On the other hannd, in CFD
oundaries of prractical engineeering use in “nnon-traditionall” areas. Requirements of com
reesearch aims too extend the bo
mputational
n are contradiictory: a changge of coding paradigm, with object orientaation, library ccomponents,
fleexibility and coode integration
AM, a C++ obbject oriented library for
eqquation mimickking is propossed as a way forward. Thiss paper descriibes OpenFOA
M
(CCM
CM) developedd by the authoor. Efficient annd flexible im
mplementation of complex
Coomputational Continuum Mechanics
oftware, with co
ode functionallity provided
phhysical models is achieved byy mimicking the form of partiial differential equation in sof
ws the user too achieve desirred versatility in physical
in library form. Open Source deployment aand developmeent model allow
modeling withouut the sacrifice of complex geeometry supporrt and execution efficiency.
ource; Finite voolume; Object-Oriented; C++
micking.
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IN
NTRODUCTIION
s
Leading simulation
s
software
in Computationnal
Coontinuum Mecchanics (CCM)) combines acccurate and robuust
nuumerics, compplex geometry
y support andd an impressiive
user
raange of physicaal models in a user-friendly
u
u environmeent.
o integration aand
Cuurrent simulatiion challengess are related to
Aidded
auutomation of simulation tools
t
in a Computer
C
Enngineering (CA
AE), including
g automatic geeometry retrievval,
suurface and vollume meshing,, scripted codee execution w
with
vaariants of bouundary condittions, materiall properties aand
m
model settings aas well as sensiitivity and optiimisation studiies.
omputing suppport
Here, dynamic mesh handlin
ng, parallel co
ysical models is
annd a wide rannge of pre-imp
plemented phy
coonsidered as staandard.
s
to efficcient and reliabble
In research, the focus is shifted
a
modeels,
im
coupled physical
p
mplementation of complex and
pabilities beyoond
aim
med to extennd numerical modeling cap
cuurrent engineeering practice. The objectiive of softwaare
he researcher to
deesign for “ressearch use” iss to allow th
date them againnst
exxperiment withh new physicall models, valid
ormance on real
r
exxperimental daata and examiine their perfo
inndustrial probleems.
Two sets off requirementss are sometimes contradictoory:
eaase of implemeentation of new
w models does not necessarrily
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i
go handd in hand withh the needs of industrial
enviironment. In
an ideeal world, traansition from
m a model development
d
framew
n should be seeamless: rework to industrrial application
using thhe same softwaare and validattion data.
nFOAM, an
Thiis paper desccribes the dessign of Open
object-ooriented library for Co
omputational Continuum
Mechannics designed in pursuit off the above. In
I place of
monolitthic software design and “user
“
coding” extensions,
OpenFO
OAM implemeents the components of messh handling,
linear ssystem and solver support, diiscretisation opperators and
brary form, whhere they are rre-used over
physicaal models in lib
mplementation of complex
a numbber of top-level solvers. Im
ows the idea oof mimicking the form of
physicaal models follo
partial differential equations in software. Auxiiliary tools,
from ppre-processing,, mesh manippulation, data acquisition,
system,
dynamiic mesh hand
t
dling etc. aree built into the
D tools.
bringinng it to the leveel expected by iindustrial CFD

OBJEC
CT ORIENTA
ATION AND
D EQUATION
N
MIMIC
CKING
mplexity of moonolithic functtional software stems from
Com
its datta organisationn model: gloobally accessibble data is
operateed on by a set of functions. Here, each addded feature
o
parts oof the code, potentially
interactts with all other
wing size of
introduucing new defeects (bugs) – with the grow
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software, the data management and code validation problem
necessarily grows out of control.
Object orientation attempts to resolve the complexity in a
“divide and conquer” approach. The idea is to recognise selfcontained objects in the problem and place parts of
implementation into self contained types (classes) to be used
in building the complexity. In C++, a class (object) consists
of:
• A public interface, providing the capability to the user;
• Private data, needed to provide functionality and
managed by the public interface.
As an example, consider a sparse matrix class. It will
store matrix coefficients in its preferred manner (private data)
and provide manipulation functions, e.g. matrix transpose,
matrix algebra (addition, subtraction, multiplication by a
scalar etc.). Each of these operates on private data in a
controlled manner but its internal implementation details are
formally independent of its interface.
Classes introduce new user-defined types into problem
description, allowing the programmer to create a “look and
feel” of the high-level code, ideally as close to the problem as
possible.
In the arena of CCM, one can state that a natural
language for physical model development already exists: it is
a partial differential equation. Attempting to represent
differential equations in their natural language in software as
closely as possible is our stated goal.
Looking at the example of a turbulence kinetic energy
equation in Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
models:

∂k
+ ∇ ⋅ (u k ) − ∇ ⋅ ⎡⎣ (ν + ν t ) ∇ k ⎤⎦ =
∂t
2 ∈
⎡1
⎤
ν ⎢ ( ∇ u + ∇ uT )⎥ − 0 k
t ⎣2
k
⎦
0

(1)

we shall follow the path to its encoded version in
OpenFOAM:
solve
(
fvm::ddt(k)
+ fvm::div(phi, k)
- fvm::laplacian(nu() + nut, k)
== nut*magSqr(symm(fvc::grad(U)))
- fvm::Sp(epsilon/k, k)
);

Correspondence between Eqn. (1) and the code is clear,
even with limited programming knowledge and without
reference to object-orientation or C++.

FIVE BASIC CLASSES
The main objects used in code snippet above are listed
below. Some basic types, like scalar, vector,
tensor, List, word etc. underpin the system and will
not be reviewed in detail.
Space and Time
In computational terms, the temporal dimension is split
into a finite number of time-steps. Formally, it is sufficient to
track the time step count and time increment ∆ . A set of
database operations associated with time-marching finds its
natural home in the Time class, including simulation data
output every
time-steps or
seconds of computational
time and general time-related data handling, e.g. bookkeeping for old-time level field data handling needed in
temporal discretisation operators.
OpenFOAM implements polyhedral mesh handling,
where a cell is described as a list of faces closing its volume,
a face is an ordered list of point labels and points are gathered
into an ordered list of ( , , ) locations, stored as vectors.
Lowlevel implementation is discretisation-independent,
where the polyMesh class provides the addressing and
mesh metrics (cell volumes, face areas, cell and face centres
etc.). For convenient use with discretisation, basic mesh
information is wrapped for convenience of use. fvMesh, for
example, supports the Finite Volume Method (FVM), while
tetFemMesh supports the Finite Element (FE) solver. In
both cases, basic mesh structure and functionality is shared: a
single mesh can simultaneously support the FVM and FEM
solver without duplication of data and functionality.
Field Variable
Continuum mechanics operates on field variables, each of
which is approximated as a list of typed values at pre-defined
locations of the mesh. Thus, a vectorField class consists
a list of vectors (three floating point numbers) and vector
field operations: addition, subtraction, scalar multiplication,
magnitude, dot- and cross-products etc. Arbitrary rank tensor
fields are defined in the same manner.
Boundary conditions, encoded as patch fields carry
behaviour in addition to its values. For example, a
fixedValue field carries its values but shall not change on
assignment: its value is fixed. Some other cases, like a
fixedGradient field class can “evaluate” boundary
values, given the internal field and a surface-normal gradient.
This constitutes a family of related classes: each calculates its
boundary value based on behaviour, but does the job in its
own specific way.
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Grouping the field data with its spatial dependence
(reference to a mesh), boundary conditions and a dimension
set creates a self contained Geometric Field object. Examples
are the volScalarField k or volVectorField U in
the code snippet above.
Matrix, Linear System and Linear Solver
A sparse matrix
and linear system
hold the result of discretisation and provide the machinery for
its solution. It suffices to say that code organisation as
presented above allows the FEM and FVM to share sparse
matrix implementation and solver technology, resulting in
considerable code re-use.
Discretisation Method
Discretisation operators assemble an implicit or explicit
representation of operators, and are implemented in three
levels.
Interpolation evaluates the field variable between
computational points, based on prescribed spatial and
temporal variation (shape function).
Differentiation, where calculus operations are performed
on fields to create new fields. For example, the following
code:
volVectorField gradP = fvc::grad(p);
creates a new FVM vector field of pressure gradient
given a pressure field p. Calculus operator above carry the
fvc:: prefix.
Discretisation operates on differential operators (rate of
change, convection, diffusion), and creates a discrete
counterpart of the operator in sparse matrix form.
Discretisation operators in software carry the fvm:: prefix.
Physical Modelling Library
Taking object orientation further, one can recognise
object families at the physics modelling level. For example,
all RANS turbulence models in effect provide the same
functionality: evaluating the Reynolds stress term u u′ in the
momentum equation. Grouping them together guarantees
inter-changeability and decouples their implementation from
the rest of the flow solver. In such situation, the momentum
equation communicates with a turbulence model through a
pre-defined interface. A turbulence model contributes a
discretisation matrix to the momentum equation, usually
consisting of a diffusion term and explicit correction and no
special knowledge of a particular turbulence model is needed.
Physics Solver
The components described so far act as a numerical toolkit used to assemble various physics solvers. Each flow
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solver is a standalone tool, and handles only a narrow set of
physics, eg. turbulent flow with LES, or partially premixed
combustion. Capability of such solvers is underpinned by a
combination of complex geometry support and parallelisation.
List of top-level solvers available in OpenFOAM closely
mimics the capabilities of commercial CFD, with room for
further vertical integration and customisation by the user.

OpenFOAM IN USE
In what follows, we shall illustrate the performance of
top-level OpenFOAM solvers whose functionality is
assembled from library components.
Flash-Boiling Model
In the spectrum of the flow with pressure-driven phase
change, flash-boiling indicates the situation where the effect
of inter-phase heat transfer plays a considerable role. At the
cold end of the spectrum, cavitating flow models rely on the
fact that low density of the cavitating vapour requires a small
amount of energy transfer, allowing the use of equilibrium
assumptions. In flash boiling, energy transfer is a limiting
factor, and the phase equilibrium assumption no longer
applies.
Under such conditions, the role of equation of state is
replaced by a Homogeneous Relaxation Model (HRM),
where the quality (mass fraction)
relaxes to equilibrium
over a time-scale Θ, obtained from empirical relations:
Dx x − x
=
,
Θ
Dt

(2)

Θ = Θ0∈−0.54φ 1.76

(3)

Other equations defining the system include conservation
of mass:

∂ρ
+ ∇ ⋅ (φν ρ ) = 0
∂t

(4)

and conservation of momentum:

(∂ρU 0 )
+ ∇ ⋅ (φU 0 ) = −∇p n + ∇ ⋅ ( μ∇U 0 ).
∂t

(5)

Absence of the equation of state complicates the
numerical implementation of this model. In recent work
(Schmidt et al., 2009), Gopalakrishnan and Schmidt, of
University of Massachusetts, Amherst develop a novel
formulation of the pressure equation, encompassing the
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chhange of naturee of the flow. The pressure equation reducces
to its incompresssible form in single
s
phase fllow and accounts
foor compressibillity effects wheen
is non-zzero:

1 (∂ρ ) ⎛ ∂ ( ρ p k +1 ) ⎞
k +1
*
⎟ + ∇ ⋅ ( ρUp ) + ρ∇ ⋅ φ
⎜
ρ ∂t x ,h ⎝ ∂t
⎠

(66)

1
∂M k +1
− ρ∇ ∇p k +1 + M ( p k ) +
( p − pk ) = 0
∂p
ap

Complexity of such algorithms is substantial, as
im
mplementation errors may ap
ppear in operattor discretisatioon,
booundary condiitions, linearisaation of coupling terms or in
eqquation couplling. Isolating
g discretisatioon issues froom
eqquation couplinng and model physics
p
allows the researcherr to
cooncentrate on their area off expertise, while
w
relying on
coorrect operationn of basic codee components.
OpenFOAM
M, with its sim
mple encoding of discretisatiion
reepresents the abbove model in
n a concise maanner. Efficienncy
off implementaation, polyhed
dral mesh support,
s
paralllel
prrocessing capaability etc. requ
uire no further work: they are
a
em
mbedded in thhe low-level code
c
structuree. Access to the
t
soource code at this level is not
n possible without
w
the oppen
soource developm
ment paradigm
m and equationn mimicking. As
ann illustration of
o code claritty, the compleete flash boiliing
m
model
code is lissted below.

//
/ Continui
ity equatio
on
so
olve
(
dt(rho)
fvm::dd
+ fvm::di
iv(phiv, rho)
r
);
;
/ Momentum
m equation
//
fv
vVectorMat
trix UEqn
(
fvm::dd
dt(rho, U)
+ fvm::di
iv(phi, U)
- fvm::la
aplacian(m
mu, U)
;
);
so
olve(UEqn == -fvc::g
grad(p));
//
/ Pressure
e equation
so
olve
(
r(rho)*(fvm
m::ddt(rho
o, p)
psi/sqr
+ fvm::di
iv(phi, p))
+ fvc::di
iv(phivSta
ar)
- fvm::la
aplacian(r
rUA, p)
+ MSave + fvm::SuS
Sp(dMdp, p)
)
- dMdp*pS
Save
);
;

Fig. 1 Flash-boiling in a Diesel innjector nozzle. Results by
Gopalaakrishnan and Schmidt.
S
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The flash booiling model by Gopalakrishhnan and Schm
midt
g
of industrial
i
interrest
caan be immediattely tested on geometries
without re-impleementation. An
n example is giiven in Fig. 1, on
3 geometry of an asymmettric fuel injectoor nozzle.
a 3-D
a the inlet edgge of the nozzzle,
Flash boiling is initiated at
inndicated by thee increase in th
he vapour fracttion, and extennds
to the outlet plennum. Effect off phase change can also be seeen
inn the velocity fiield.

6
gMesh and Frree
Flloating Body Simulation: 6-DOF,Moving
Su
urface Flows
me-of-Fluid (VOF) free surfface flow solvver
The Volum
models the goveerning equation
m
ns as a single continuum
c
withh a
juump in propertties at the freee surface. The volume fractiion
vaariable is usedd to follow thee interface mootion and used to
caalculate the corrresponding jum
mp in physicall properties (μ, ρ).
The VOF soolver in OpenF
FOAM has beeen developed in
seeveral stages. The
T first generration (Ubbinkk and Issa, 19999)
usses compressiive discretisattion on the volume fractiion
eqquation, with limitations on
n cases with dominant
d
surfaace
tennsion. Subsequuent variants use
u the VOF foormulation from
ma
m
multi-phase
flow
w (Rusche, 20
003) with impllicit compressiion
terrms, with or without comp
pression flux limiting. As an
illlustration, Fig. 2 shows two examples of free
f
surface floow
arround partially submerged bo
odies.

Fiig. 2 Exampless of free surfacee flows.
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n
extensiion of the VOF
F solver involvves floating
A natural
bodies in free surfacee flows, combining the VOF flow solver
DOF) solid boody motion
with a 6 Degree of Freedom (6-D
solver. Forces acting on a solid boddy are calculatted from the
s
In returrn, ordinary
flow field and fed too the 6-DOF solver.
s
body mootion define
differenntial equationss, (ODE) of solid
mesh deformation
d
on the surface of the body.
In terms
t
of impleementation, thee VOF solver uses
u
the FV
discretiisation for the flow equationss as described above, with
supportt for moving mesh
m
and topollogical changes. A 6-DOF
ODE solver
s
availabble in the libbrary is usedd within a
float
tingBody obbject, calculatiing the flow forces and
motion on the hull paatch. A list of floating
f
bodiess is held in a
float
tingBodyFvM
Mesh, where an
a automatic mesh
m
motion
solver calculates
c
poinnt motion for the
t complete mesh,
m
based
on presscribed motion on individual boundaries.
Forr cases of compplete capsize, the mesh can be
b split into
two com
mponents, couupled with a slliding interfacee. The inner
componnent undergoess translation annd rotation witth the body,
while the
t external paart undergoes only translatioon. The two
surfacees are coupled using a Geneeral Grid Interrface (GGI)
feature (Beaudoin andd Jasak, 2008)), originally deeveloped for
machinery appliications. This is completely encapsulated
e
turbom
in the dynamic meshh class, without impact at the
t toplevel
solver.

Fig. 3 Simulation
S
of 6-DOF floatinng bodies with a VOF free
surfacee flow solver.
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The separation of tasks between the solver and dynamic
mesh class shows the power of object orientation. On one
side, flow solver handles the solution of volumetric equations,
accounting for a possibility of mesh motion and topological
changes. On the other side, a floating body dynamic mesh
class executes the motion based on the external forces: in this
case, calculated from the free surface flow field. The two are
independent from each other: such separation of tasks (flow
solver vs. dynamic mesh instance) leads to a clear interface
and code re-use.

SUMMARY
This paper describes design principles and basic class
layout of OpenFOAM, an object-oriented package for
numerical simulation in Continuum Mechanics in C++. On
the software engineering side, its advantage over monolithic
functional approach is in its modularity and flexibility.
Object orientation breaks the complexity by building
individual software components (classes) which group data
and functions together and protect the data from accidental
corruption.
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Components are built in families and hierarchies where
simpler classes are used to build more complex ones. A
toolkit approach implemented in OpenFOAM allows the user
to easily and reliably tackle complex physical models in
software.
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